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In this paper we study maximal orders over commutative valuation rings in central simple algebras. We are particularly interested in maximal orders which are either Bezout or semihereditarv.
We construct a class of Bezout maximal orders and a class of semihereditary maximal orders, and show that for any valuation ring k (resp. V with value group P), any Btzout (resp. semihereditaryj maximal order over V belongs to the class constructed.
Furthermore, we classify all maximal orders in M, (F) over a valuation ring with value group Z" and in Af,[(F) given a mild "defectless" assumption.
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INTRODUCTION
The subject of maximal orders over Noetherian integrally closed domains has a rich history and has been a major area of study in noncommutative ring theory. The case of orders over discrete valuation rings has been the focus of much of this work, and there is a great deal known about such rings. For example, any two maximal orders in a central simple algebra over a discrete valuation ring are isomorphic, and if the discrete valuation ring is complete then the maximal orders can be described completely (see [RI) . Results such as these have been quite useful in determining the arithmetic of division algebras over certain classes of fields (such as local and global fields), and indicate that maximal orders merit the attention given to them.
The case of maximal orders over non-Noetherian valuation rings is much different. This subject seems to have been largely neglected, and little is apparently known about such rings. One reason for this is because much is lost by not having the Noetherian condition. For instance, two fundamental properties of a maximal order R over a discrete valuation ring are that any right (or left) ideal of R is principal and projective as an R-module. It is unreasonable to hope that maximal orders over non-Noetherian valuation rings have these properties since non-Noetherian valuation rings fail to do so. However, any finitely generated ideal of a valuation ring is principal (and projective). Thus it is natural to consider maximal orders whose finitely generated one-sided ideals are principal (the B&out property) or projective (semihereditary). In this paper we consider maximal orders in central simple algebras over commutative valuation rings, concentrating on maximal orders which are either B6zout or semihereditary. Although we consider maximal orders over an arbitrary valuation ring V, we obtain more complete results when V is a generalized discrete valuation ring, that is, if the value group of I/ is isomorphic to b", ordered antilexiographically.
In Section 2 we give some preliminary results. Section 3 is concerned with Bkzout maximal orders. The main result of this section is that an order R is BCzout iff R is a suitable intersection of Dubrovin valuation rings. Furthermore, if V is a generalized discrete valuation ring then R is BCzout iff RW is a maximal W-order for any overring W of I/in F. In Section 4 we consider semihereditary maximal orders. We almost exclusively restrict to the case of orders in M,(D) where D is a division algebra containing an invariant valuation ring B. Using B we construct a class of "block matrix" orders, and prove these are semihereditary maximal orders. If V is generalized discrete and S = M,(D) as above, then any semihereditary maximal order is isomorphic to one of these block matrix orders.
Finally, in Section 5 we attempt to classify all maximal V-orders in M,,(F) for V a generalized discrete valuation ring. We succeed in the case n = 2. The ideas in the n = 2 proof can be used to classify maximal orders in M,(F) for some small n, but the general structure for large II becomes unwieldly. However, given a "defectless" assumption, we show that any maximal order in M,(F) is semihereditary, thus classifying all maximal orders by the results in Section 4. This defectless assumption is mild, as it occurs quite often. For instance, if P is the residue field of V, then if char(V) = 0 or char(P) > II then the defectless assumption holds. Also, if F is maximally complete with respect to V then this assumption holds for any n. By using defective field extensions we construct another class of maximal orders and indicate how all the above constructions can be combined to give more complicated examples of maximal orders. I thank D. Haile and A. Wadsworth for some useful conversations during the course of this work.
PRELIMINARIES
In this section we briefly discuss some of the ring theoretic properties dealt with in the later sections and prove some basic results that will help us analyze maximal orders. Some of the notation used in this paper is as follows. For a ring R, J(R) will denote the Jacobson radical of R, Z(R) the center of R, R* the group of units of R and M,(R) the ring of n x n matrices over R. If A where aq is an nix n, matrix with entries in A,. We now define maximal orders in the context that we wil consider. DEFINITION 2.1. Let S be a finite-dimensional F-algebra and 1' a ring with quotient field F. A subring R of S is said to be an order in S if RF= S. If I/c Z(R) then R is said to be a V-order if in addition R is integral over I'. If R is maximal with respect to inclusion among V-orders of S then R is called a maximal order over V.
In most definitions (e.g., [R, p. 1081 j of maximal orders over discrete valuation rings, the ring R is assumed to be a finitely generated R-module, which is equivalent to integrality (for S a separable F-algebra) in that case. This equivalence is no longer true if V is not Noetherian. The integrahty hypothesis in the definition above is used to guarantee the existence of maximal orders for any S and I', as an easy Zorn's lemma argument shows. If finite generation is required this existence may fail, as seen in Proposition 2.3.
In this paper we will be concerned with maximal orders inside central simple algebras that are either Btzout or semihereditary. A ring R is said to be right (resp. left) B&out if any finitely generated right (resp. left) ideal of R is principal. The ring R is said to be right semihereditary (resp. hereditary.) if all finitely generated right ideals (resp. all right ideals) of R (1) implies that the two-sided ideals of B are linearly ordered by inclusion and that (2) shows that the one-sided ideals of B are two-sided. For further information on invariant valuation rings see [SC] .
Suppose I/ is a discrete valuation ring of F= Z(S It is well known that using the traditional definition of maximal order that maximal orders need not exist. For instance, if K/F is a finite extension and V is a discrete valuation ring of F such that the integral closure U of V in K is not a finite V-module, then there are no (finitely generated) maximal orders over V in K. This does not happen inside separable F-algebras for V a discrete valuation ring. However, by using Dubrovin valuation rings we show in the next proposition the necessity of integrality versus finite generation for maximal orders in central simple F-algebras over general valuation rings V. PROPOSITION 2.3 . Let S be a central simple F-algebra and V a valuation ring of F.
(a) Let B be a B&out order of S containing V. rf R is a subring of S Jinitely generated as a V-module then R E xBx-1 for some x E S*. In particular, R lies in a Dubrovin valuation ring B i&h Bn F= V.
(b) Finitely generated maximal orders need not exist inside central simple algebras.
Proof (a) Let B be a Bezout order of S with V/c B. Since R is a finitely generated V-module, RB is a finitely generated right B-module in S. The finite generation implies that there is an c( E V with aRB E B. Then aRB is a finitely generated right ideal of B, hence principal since B is B&out. Say aRB = yB. Then RB = cr-'yB := xB. Since 1 E RB, we have x E S*, Therefore xB = RB = R(RB) 2 Rx, so R c xBx-'. If B is a Dubrovin valuation ring with B n F = V then B is Bezout. Hence R lies in the Dubrovin valuation ring xBx ~ I.
To prove (b), let S be an F-central simple algebra and A a Dubrovin valuation ring of S with center V such that A is integral over V but not finitely generated as a V-module. Suppose R is a finitely generated V-order. By (a), R E xAx ~' := A' for some x E S*. Since A' is not finitely generated over V, R # A'. Take a EA' -R. Then by Shirshov's theorem [Ro, Cor. 4.2.91, R[a] is finitely generated as a V-module and RS R[a]. Thus R is not maximal. Therefore there are no finitely generated maximal orders over V in S. [ Part (a) of this proposition (for B a Dubrovin valuation ring) was discovered independently by M. Westmoreland, who uses it in his thesis [We] . This result is also utilized in [HM] .
The next lemma will be used in the proof of Theorem 3.4, but is also of independent interest. 
Proof
We first show that J(T) is integral over V. Since T/J(W) T is finite-dimensional over W/J( W), T/J( W) T is Artinian, hence has nilpotent radical. Thus J(T)" E J( W) T for some n. Take x E J(T). Then s" = aa with CI E J( W) and a E T. Since T is integral over W, there is a manic polynomial
is a manic polynomial with ua = X" as a root. Since all nonleading coefficients of this polynomial lie in J( W) G V, Y, and hence x is integral over V. For the first part of (a), the argument above shows that the ring R + J( T) is generated as a V-module by elements integral over V. Since R + J( T) is a PI ring, R + J( T) is integral over V by [AS, Th. 2.31 . Maximality of R then gives J(T)cR.
Before proving the second half of (a) we prove (bj. Clearly C is a subring of T with J( Tj G C. Since J( T)F= S? CF= S. To show C is a V-order we thus need to show integrality. Take c E C. Since '$7 is integral over V/J(W) there is a manic polynomial f(x) E V[x] with f(c) E 0 mod J( Tj, so f(c) E J( T). Thus f(c) is integral over V by the argument above. Because f(x) is manic we see that c is integral over V. This proves (b). To continue with (a), suppose T= RW. As noted before this lemma, R/J(T) is a V/J( W)-order in T/J(T). Suppose R/J(T) G 9?', where 9' is an order over V,J( W). If R'= {t E TI t + J( T) E 9%") then by (b) R'z R is a V-order. Maximality of R shows R' = R, so d' = R/J(T). Therefore R/J(T) is maximal.
For the proof of (cj, suppose R' 1 R is integral over V. Then R' Wz RW= T is integral over W, hence R'W= T by the maximality of T. Therefore R' c T. Thus we obtain R/J(T) E R'/J( T) E T/J(T). Since R' is integral over V, R'/J( T) is integral over v/J( R'), and so maximality of R/J(T) gives RJJ(T) = RI/J(T). Since J(T) ERG R', we obtain R'= R. Therefore R is a maximal order over V. 1
In the following sections we will consider arbitrary valuation rings but will be especially concerned with the following type of valuation ring. We will call V a generalized discrete valuation ring if the value group of V is isomorphic to Z", ordered antilexicographically.
Since the rank of Z" as an ordered group is II, the Krull dimension of V is n, and there are exactly n proper overrings of V in F. We will refer to n as the ralzk of V Say V=VHsVnPI~ .-.s V,sjF are the overrings of V. Then Vi is a generalized discrete valuation ring of rank i, and so V, is a discrete valuation ring. Also, Vj+ l/J( Vi) is a discrete valuation ring of the field V,/J( Vi) for each i. These valuation rings lend themselves to induction arguments. Many of our arguments in the following sections will use results about discrete valuation rings together with induction. It is because of the lack of such techniques that the author has as yet been unable to prove (or disprovel some of the theorems in this paper for general valuation rings.
B~ZOUT MAXIMAL ORDERS
In this section we consider maximal orders that are Bkzout. By using recent results of Grlter we are able to classify these orders, showing that they are intersections of Dubrovin valuation rings. We start by briefly discussing such intersections. Let S be a central simple F-algebra and V a valuation ring of F. Let B, ,. . ., B, be Dubrovin valuation rings of S and set R= ni Bj. Following [Gl] we say BI,..., B,, have the intersection property (IP) if there is a well defined inclusion reversing correspondence between the Dubrovin valuation rings of S containing R and the prime ideals of R given by A G J(A) n R. By [G, , Cor. 6.2, Prop. 6.3, Cor. 6 [G L, Th. 6.11, 6 .121. The main result of this section, Theorem 3.4, is that the Bkzout maximal orders over V are precisely the intersections of Dubrovin valuation rings satisfying the IF which are integral over V. We first prove one direction of this. The author thanks J. Grgter for showing him an early version of [G,] . The results in that paper allowed the author to prove Theorem 3.4 for any valuation ring V. Previous to seeing [Gz] the author could only prove Theorem 3.4 for V a generalized discrete valuation ring, and required more work to do so, LEMMA 3.1. Let R be a prime PI B&out ring. If S is the quotient ring of R and T is any overring of R in S then T is Bkzout.
ProoJ: Let V= Z(R) . If I = a, T + . . . + a,, T is a finitely generated right ideal of T, then as RF= S, where F is the quotient field of V, we can write ai=bi,-' with the bieR and C(E V. Set K=b,R+ ... +b,R. Since R is Bezout, K=xR for some XE R. Thus KT=xT. But KT=Cj biR=aI, so I= (a-ix) T. Therefore I is principal. Hence T is Bezout. 1 Maximality of T gives T=xTx-', so T=x-'TX= R. Thus R is maximal.
Finally, to show R W is maximal over W for all overrings W of V in F, note that RW = ni Bi W := ni Ai. Since the Ai have the IP by [G, , Th. 6 .81, the first part of this theorem shows RW is maximal over w. 1
Given a maximal V-order R and an overring W of V in F, R W is integral over W but need not be maximal (see the example after Proposition 4.3). However, if R is Blzout and V is a generalized discrete valuation ring then RW is maximal for each W, as will be shown in Theorem 3.4. In order to prove Theorem 3.4 we need a preliminary lemma. LEMMA 3.3. Let R be an order in S and Tan overring of R in S. Suppose T= RZ(T) and that there is an ideal J of both T and R Gth JE J( T). Then R is Btzout iff both T and R/J are Bkzout.
Proof: Suppose R is Bezout. It is clear that R/J is Bezout, and T is Bezout by Lemma 3.1. Conversely, suppose T and R/J := a are Bezout. Let I be a finitely generated right ideal of R. First suppose I is regular (that is, IS = S). Then IT= aT with aE S* as T is Bezout. By considering a--'[ we may assume IT= T. Thus JE I since if I= xi xiai with sj E I and ai E T then for m E J we have m = xi x,(a,m) E IJG IR = I. Hence we obtain IjJ is a finitely generated right ii-submodule of T/J. So I/J= ;Ui? for some x E T as R is an order in T/J. As IT = T, (I/J)( T/J) = T/J, so 2 E ( T/J)*. Since Jc J(T) we have x E T*. Therefore J c x-R, and so I = sR. For If these statements hold then the following statements also holds: (iv) R W is maximal over W for any overring W of P' in F.
Furthermore, if V is a generalized discrete valuation ring then (iv) is equivalent to each of the three statements above. Prooj We have (iii) * (ii) by Proposition 3.2 and (ii) 3 (i) is clear. G2, Th. 3.53. Thus (iii) holds. This completes the equivalence of the first three statements.
If statement (iii j holds then so does (iv) by Proposition 3.2. Now suppose I/ is a generalized discrete valuation ring and that (iv) holds. We prove that R is a Btzout maximal order. To do this we use induction on rank(V) = n. If n = 1 then V is a discrete valuation ring and so R is a .. 0 %$ would be a v-order of T larger than E, which is false. We will have shown (ii) as soon as we know each Bj is Bezout, since we will then obtain iT = W, @ . . . 0 9?? is then Bezout, and thus R will be Bezout by Lemma 3.3. Therefore we may suppose S is central simple with FG Z(S) and V is a discrete valuation ring of F. Let Y, ,..., Y, be the extensions of I' to Z(S), and let Ci be a maximal order over Yi containing R. As fii Ci is integral over ni Yi , the integral closure of I' in Z(S), we obtain R = ni Cj. However, as the Yi are discrete valuation rings, they are pairwise independent, hence R = /-ji Cj is Bezout by [M2, Th. 3.41. 1 COROLLARY 3.5. (a) Suppose that B is a Dubrovin valuation ring integral over V in S. Then anJ> B&out order over V in S is isomorphic to B.
(b) Suppose V is a Henselian valuation ring of a field F. If R is a B&out order over V then R is a Dubrovin valuation ring.
Proof: (a) This follows from Theorem 3.4 since there cannot be a collection of Dubrovin valuation rings over V satisfying the IP whose intersection is integral over V, unless the collection contains a single Dubrovin valuation ring, by [G, , Th. 6.121. For (b) , this follows from (a) and the fact that any Dubrovin valuation ring of S is integral over V. 1
The situation of maximal orders over valuation rings whose value group is not isomorphic to Z" is more complicated. For instance, any two maximal orders over a discrete valuation ring in a central simple algebra S are isomorphic, which is no longer true for a non-Noetherian valuation ring, even of rank one, as can be seen from the following example. This example also shows statement (iv) of Theorem 3.4 is not equivalent to the others in general. EXAMPLE 3.6. Let V be a (nondiscrete) valuation ring of a field F with value group Q. Let u be a valuation on F corres K={~~EF.Iv(c~)>,/?) and L= (a~Flt~(tx)> -P onding to V and set 2). Then R= {(z f;)la, dE V, b E K, c E L} is a maximal order over I' in k&(F). Furthermore, R is not Bezout, and so is not isomorphic to M,(V), another maximal order in M2(F) over V.
Proo$ Note that KL = J(V), K = (ct EFI La E V], and L = {a EFI KY c If}. Because KL G V, R is a ring, and is an order in M,(F) since K and L are nonzero. As the determinant and trace of any SC E R lie in V, R is integral over V. For maximality of R, suppose R'? R is integral over V.If(F :)~R',thenas (A g )and(i y)~R,wehave(," z), (z gb),(E ~)ER'. Since (; i) is integral ov er V, we obtain a and d are integral over V, hence a,d~V. Also, as (F i)cR, (E g).
giving LbcV, so b E K. Similarly c E L, so R' = R. Therefore R is maximal.
Suppose R is Bkzout. Let T= M,( V), a Dubrovin valuation ring which is integral over V. By Corollary 3.5, R 2 T. However, this forces R to be primary, which is false, since it is easy to see that iJ(yJ F) and (L &,j are both maximal ideals of R. Therefore R is not Bkzout. 1
Examples of this type can be found in [D3, p. 489, Th. l] . In Section 4 we will use a variant of the construction in Example 3.6 to obtain a class of semihereditary maximal orders.
SEWHEREDITARY MAXIMAL ORDERS
Recall that a ring is right (resp. left) semihereditary if every finitely generated right (resp. left) ideal is projective. In this section we will construct a class of semihereditary maximal orders. By using the description of hereditary orders in [R, Ch. 91 we will be able to classify semihereditary maximal V-orders in M,(D), where D is a division algebra containing an invariant valuation ring B whose center V is a generalized discrete valuation ring.
The examples we construct will be in block matrix form. We remind the reader that (", E ) denotes the set of ((z :)la~A, DEB, CEC, d~D)c MZ(S), where A, B, C, and D are subsets of a ring S. We will need the following lemma to prove that the examples given below are maximal. (A) and J(A)-'=A. We now describe a class of orders which will turn out to be precisely the class of semihereditary maximal orders in the situation of Theorem 4.12 below. Let S= M,,(D) , where D is a division algebra containing an invariant valuation ring B. Let F= Z(S) and V= B n F. R=( [ "'F') then R is a maximal order over V, RU= (E "',"') s M2( U) is not a maximal order over U, and R W = M, ( W) is a maximal order over W. Therefore it is possible to have a nonmaximal order R over P' with RW a maximal order over LV, an vice-versa. We now prove that the rings just constructed are semihereditary. We break this into a series of lemmas. To fix notation, let R = (B,) be of type YiP. Proof We first suppose xR is projective for all .Y E eii R for any i and prove xR is projective for any X. We do this by showing e,xR is projective, where e,=e,,+ ... + eii. We use induction on i, the case i = 1 is true by assumption. So suppose eiP ,xR is projective for any x. We have the exact sequence of R-modules Now ei-,e,xR=e,_,xR and e,xRn(l-ee,-,)Rze,Rn(l-ee,-,)R= e,,R. Since ei_ ,xR is projective by induction, the sequence splits. So e,sRze,-,xR@(e,xRn(l-ei-,)R).
Thus e,xRn(l-eipl)R is principal and a submodule of eiiR, hence is projective by assumption. Therefore we obtain e,xR is a sum of two projective modules, hence is projective.
Thus by induction e,xR is projective for all i. Setting i= n, we see e,xR = xR is projective.
We now show xR is projective for XE~~~S. Recall that xR is projective iff the annihilator arm,(x) = eR for some idempotent e E R. (This holds for x E S, not just x E R as RF= S and arm,(x) = ann,(xol) for any a E F*.) Say x = xj xje, E e,,S with xj E D. If Eli dgey E arm,(x) then xi xi d, = 0 for all j. By Lemma 4.5 there is an i, with ,yi-x,;l E Bi,,j for all j. Now dioj=xj+, -x;xi,'d,. We have e E R since x,x;' E Bioj. An easy computation shows ex = 0 and ea = a for all a E arm,(x). Thus e2 = e, and so arm,(x) = eR is generated by an idempotent. Therefore xR is projective. 1 Also, J(C) = min,, j (B,}, and if W= Cn F then RW= (Bq W)sM, (C) as some component of RW is equal to J(C). If R is Bezout then Rz M,(B) by Corollary 3.5. But then R W would be a Dubrovin valuation ring over W, which is false as R WY$ M,(C). Thus R is not BCzout. 1 The following two propositions give some properties of the orders of type 9%. (b) Zf I is a finitely generated right ideal I$ R then IZ @ I, with I, G eJI R. Thus I can be generated by n elements. Proof: (a) We prove this for i= 1, the general case is analogous. We set up some notation that will be used later in the proof. For the proof of (b) we argue as in the proof of Lemma 4.6. We prove by induction on i that if I is a finitely generated right ideal of R then e,I E Qjci Ii with Ij c eiiR, where ei = e,, + .. . + eii. Since R is semihereditary by Theorem 4.7, the sequence O+eJn(l -e,-,)R+e,I-+ei-,I+0 splits, hence eil~eiPIIO (e,fn (1 -eiel)R).
By induction e,-,I= @j<iIj with Iiu =e..R. Because e,I is finitely generated so is Ii:=eiIn (1 -ei-i) R E e,,R. Thus e,Ig ejG i Ii. Therefore by induction we have the result. Setting i = n gives the first part of (b). Combining (a) and (b) shows that any finitely generated right ideal of R can be generated by n elements. 1 We wish to characterize semihereditary maximal orders. We will prove a converse to Theorem 4.7 for V a generalized discrete valuation ring. We first give two preliminary lemmas. ProoJ: We first prove XT is T-projective for all x E T. Since XT is isomorphic to ctxT a right T-modules for all a ES*, we may assume s E R as R is an order in S. Since R is semihereditary, xR is projective over R. Therefore arm,(x) = eR for some idempotent e E R. We claim arm,(x) = eS. To see this, clearly eScann,(x).
If xq'=O for YES, then write y= bc-' with b, CE R. Then xb = 0, so be arm,(x) = eR, say b = eb'. Then I'= eb'c-' ENS. Thus ann,(x)=eS.
If aEann.(x) cann,(x) then a=es for some s E S. Then en = e2s = a, so OE eT. Hence eT= arm,(x), and so xT is projective over T.
Since is a finitely generated right R/J(T)-module, hence projective. Therefore I is projective over R by the arguments above. Hence R is semihereditary.
Conversely, assume R is semihereditary, and suppose Y = Cj 6i (R/J( T )) is a finitely generated regular right ideal of R/J(T). Since R/J(T) is an order in T/J( T j and 9 is regular, 4( T/J( T)) = T/J(T). Thus we can write i = xi 6Ji with ai E T. Therefore .:. . . . 6 1 .
By conjugating R by an appropriate element, we can assume T is equal to this matrix ring. Now J(T) E R by Lemma 2.5, and also by [R, Th. 39.141 Since each .%'i is of type .YX, we see that R is also of type 9.9. 1
It is also possible to construct semihereditary maximal orders inside division algebras (which are not Bezout j. The following example uses the orders of type 9% above to do this. ProoJ: Let F= k(x, v) , the rational function field in two variables over a field k of characteristic not 2. Let D = ( 1 + x, I')~, the quaternion algebra over F generated by i, and j, subject to the relations ii = 1 + x, ji = I*, and i,j, = -jOi,. Let V be the (x, JI)-adic valuation ring of F and W the I'-adic valuation ring of F. By [JW, Ex. 4.31, W Let (Fh, V,) be the Henselization of (F, V). There is an UE V,* with a2 = 1 +x by Hensel's lemma since 1 + ;V is a square mod J( V,) and V,/J( Vh) = V/J(V) = k has characteristic not 2. Then D OF Fh = (1+x, J))~~z(~, 4))F11~dnlz(F,). Let i=a-'i, andj=j,. Then i2=1,j2=y and ij= -ji. Set
An easy (but tedious) computation shows that the e, are matrix units for DOFF,,.
Clearly Vherr s R@, VFi for r = 1,2. We want to show J(W')~,,ER@.
V,, and W'e,, E RO, V,!, where
Since ((~/,~~')~,)'=,~/YIx~~'E V and ((l/x"')i,j,)*= --)v/x'" E V, we see that both these elements are integral over V, hence lie in R. Therefore (l/.x")ezl E R@, Vk. Similarly (JJ/x")e,,E R@, VA. This gives RO, Vh 2 VJlel, + J( W')e,, + W'e,, + VheIz = (;, Jy).
However, ROv V,z is integral over V, since R is integral over V. By Proposition 4.3, we see RQ y V,z = ( 2, '( "")), a semihereditary maximal order. That R @ I' V/, is not Bezout follow?from Proposition 4.7. 1 Two questions that arise naturally from this example are the following. Suppose R is a maximal V-order in a central simple F-algebra S. Let (Fh, V,*) be the Henselization of (F, V). Then RO,, V, is a VA-order in SOF Fh. Is R 0 y V,, a maximal order? If R is semihereditary then is R @ y V, is a T/,-order in S QF FJr. Is R 0 y V,, semihereditary? If the answer to both these questions is yes, then one would have a description of all semihereditary maximal orders by applying Theorem 4.12, since the underlying division algebra of SOF Fh has an invariant valuation ring extending Vfh as V,, is Henselian, and R = S n (R 0 ,, V,,).
MAXIMAL ORDERS INSIDE MATRICES
In this section we consider arbitrary maximal orders in M,(F) over a generalized discrete valuation ring V of F. For n = 2 we are able to fully classify all such orders. We will use defective field extensions to construct a class of maximal orders that along with the class of semihereditary orders given in the previous section yields all maximal orders. If n is large the structure of general maximal orders is unwieldly. Furthermore, the neccessity in [D3, Sect. 3, Th. 21 for V to be almost maximal and rank one indicates the difficulty of characterizing maximal orders over general valuation rings. However, given sufficient "defectless" (as will be clarilied below), any maximal order in M,(F) is semihereditary, and so the results of Section 4 classifies all orders. We now make this more precise.
Suppose V is a generalized discrete valuation ring of a field F of rank nz. Let V= VMs VmeI s . . s V, s F be the collection of overrings of V. Let II be a positive integer. We will say V is n-defectless if for any i and any field extension Y of Vi := Vi/J( V,) with [Y : vl] <iz then Y/vi is defectless with respect to the valuation ring Vi+ l/J( Vi). This is equivalent to the integral closure %! of Vj+ l/J( Vi) being a finite module [E, l&6] . For instance, if char(V) = 0 or char(v) > n then V is n-defectless (see Corollary 5.3) .
In this section we will find it necessary to look at more general types of rings than orders. If S is a ring, then a proper subring T of S is said to be a maximal subring of S if For a second definition, suppose S is an F-algebra and V is a subring of F. A V-subalgebra R of S is said to be V-maximal in S if R is integral over V and not properly contained in any subring of S which is integral over V. Note that we do not require R to be an order in S. Such rings will come up in the following way. Suppose R is a maximal V-order, W an overring of V and TZ R is a maximal W-order. It is quite possible that R Ws T, so R/J(T) is not an order in T/J(T). However, it is easy to see from the maximality of R that R/J(T) is V/J( W)-maximal in T/J(T). Recall that if V is a Dedekind domain of F and K is a finite extension of F then K,'F is defectless with respect to V if K/F is defectless with respeci to the discrete valuation ring VM for all maximal ideals M of V. Proof: In all of these cases V is rz-defectless, and so this follows from Theorem 5.2. To see that V is n-defectless, for (i) and (ii), if C. We now look at maximal orders in M,(F), where V is not assumed to be rz-defectless. The following construction uses defective field extensions to construct a class of maximal orders.
Let F be a field and P's W be generalized discrete valuation rings of F with F'/'lJ( W) a discrete valuation ring of w := W/J(W). Let A be an Azumaya algebra over W and S= AF. Then S is F-central simple. Set A= A/J(A), a central simple @'-algebra. Let 2 be a subfield of A containing 17 and let C= CZ($P). Let % be the integral closure of V/J(W) in 2. Thus ~2 is a semilocal Dedekind domain. Let W be a maximal J&-order in C. Then 2 is also a maximal l'/J( W)-order. Set R= (~EA(~+J(A)EW).
By Lemma 2.5, R is a V-order in S. In most cases R fails to be a maximal order, in particular, if 9/l?' is defectless, since then 9 embeds in a maximal V/J( W)-order of A. However, we will see exactly when R is a maximal order. We need two preliminary lemmas. We would like to thank A. Wadsworth for the following proof, a much simpler proof than the authors original one.
LEMMA 5.4. Let S be a central simple F-algebra and L a subfield of S containing F. If R is an overring of C,(L) in S then R = C,(K) for some subfield K of L.
Proo$ Suppose C,(L) E R. Then C,(R) E C,(C,(L)) = L, so C,(R) = K is a subfield of L. If R is simple then by the double centralizer theorem R = C,(C,(R)) = C,(K). Thus we need to show R is simple First suppose S = M,l(F) = End,(V), where V is an n-dimensional F-vector space. Set C= C,(L). If I is the unique simple C-module, then as C 2 M,(L) for s = n/CL : F], we have dim,(I) = s. Thus dim,(l) = n. Since Y' is a C-module, P* z Y for some r. By comparing dimensions we obtain I' = 1, so V is a simple C-module. Thus Y is a simple R-module. Furthermore, V is a faithful R-module as V is faithful over S. Thus R is a primitive ring. Since R is Artinian as dim,(R) < m, R is simple.
For general S, we have C soFSq(L@I)=Cs(L) QFSop~R@FSop~ S OF Sop = M,(F) for t = dim,(S). By the argument above we see that R OF Sop is simple, hence R is simple. 1 LEMMA 5.5 Let A be an Azuma~~a algebra over W, where W is a generalized discrete valuation ring of F. Suppose A, is a subring of A Then by Lemma 5.5 we obtain A' = -4, so TG A. Thus the argument above shows that T= R, so R is maximal. 1
We will now classify maximal orders in M,(F). In this case we discuss our constructions of orders, and set up some terminology to help clarify the proof of the next theorem. Set S = M2(F) and I'= I',/,,, a generalized discrete valuation ring of dimension n. Let V,, be the overring of I' of dimension m. Let the unique up to isomorphism Bezout maximal order over I', by Corollary 3.5. For m <p, let B,,,,p= (";: '2)).
By Theorem 4.12, any semihereditary maximal order over V, is isomorphic to Bm,, for some p. Next, let C,= {aEApP1 Ia+J(A,-l)E*), where 9 is auquadratic extension of VP-, , and 02 is the integral closure of V,,/J( VP-i) in 9 such that % is not a finite module over V,/J( VP",-I). Hence by [E, 18.7, 13 .81, % is a discrete valuation ring and C,/J(C,) = @ = VP. Finally, if nz dp, let C ,n,p= {cECpIa+J(Cp)E v,,/J(V,)).
The rings C, and C,,, depend on the field 9, but for simplicity of notation we will not worry about this. The ring C, is precisely the type of example dealt with in Proposition 5.6 for V= VP. Thus C, is maximal over VP. Since C,,, VP = C,, we see that C,,, is maximal over V,, by Lemma 2.5. We point out some simple properties of Cm,p that will be helpful in the next I theorem. We have C,,z.P/J( Cnl,p) = I M. Hence C,,. is a primary ring. we obtain C,Vp",_2= A,-,, and thus C,V,.= A, for rap-2. Note. that C,,! is not a Dubrovin valuation ring since C,n,p VP-is A,-i, hence IS not semihereditary by CD,, Sect. 1, Th. 41. Each of these three classes is then mutually disjoint.
THEOREM 5.7. Let R be a maximal V,,-order in S= Ml(F). Then there are three possibilities for the isomorphism class oj'R: is a maximal V-order, where Ws V. The arguments in the proof of Theorem 5.7 can be used to show that any maximal order over V in M3(F) is either of type 9'2, is of the type in Proposition 5.6, or is isomorphic to (wTwi ::"' )
with Ws I/ and T a maximal V-order in M,(F).
